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      Motivation
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         Studies on Double Parton Scattering
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PFJet: pT > 25 GeV and |η| < 2.5
Photon property check by applying Photon ID cut created  by E-gamma Group.
Addition selection cut for photon in GEN and RECO level : pT > 25GeV/c, |η| < 2.5
primary vertex filter: Δz<24cm, d0<2, NdoF>4
beam scraping filter: # of tracks>10, track threshold>0.25
                           

      MC sample & selection
Analysis idea:
● “Photon“  “Prompt Photon”         →

● Stable charged particles, gen jets, Calorimetric jets 
 neutral particles, track.

● “Particle Flow Jet”Particle Flow Jet”  
Work flow:
●  Root-files with four-vector information
● Photon selection & PF jet selection (Validation)
● High-Level-Triggers (trigger strategy)
● Pile-up effect
● Study of the systematic uncertainties

+ hasPixelSeed = 0

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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      Photon Matching (Gen. v.s. Reco level)

Caculate ΔR = sqrt(Δη2+Δφ2) between gen-prompt-photon
                                       and all of reco-photon
● “Photon“  “Prompt Photon” in Gen-level        →

● Set a cone which the radius is 0.1 and then observe the photon        
   property distribution in/out of the cone.

● Matching  to see if the reco-photon with largest P→
T 
is in the cone or 

   not.

PFJet: pT > 25 GeV and |η| < 2.5
Photon property check by applying Photon ID cut created  by E-gamma Group.
Addition selection cut for photon in GEN and RECO level : pT > 25GeV/c, |η| < 2.5
primary vertex filter: Δz<24cm, d0<2, NdoF>4
beam scraping filter: # of tracks>10, track threshold>0.25
                           

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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            MC Sample Information
P

T
hat Data set official name Processed

events
Cross
Section (pb)

0-15 /G_Pt_0to15_TuneZ2_7TeV_pythia6/Fall10-
START38_V12-v1/GEN-SIM-RECO 

1057100 8.42E+007

15-30 /G_Pt_15to30_TuneZ2_7TeV_pythia6/Fall10-
START38_V12-v1/GEN-SIM-RECO 

1025840 1.72E+005

30-50 /G_Pt_30to50_TuneZ2_7TeV_pythia6/Fall10-
START38_V12-v1/GEN-SIM-RECO 

1025480 1.67E+004

50-80 /G_Pt_50to80_TuneZ2_7TeV_pythia6/Fall10-
START38_V12-v1/GEN-SIM-RECO 

1024608 2.72E+003

80-120 /G_Pt_80to120_TuneZ2_7TeV_pythia6/Fall10-
START38_V12-v1/GEN-SIM-RECO 

1048215 4.47E+002

120-170 G_Pt_120to170_TuneZ2_7TeV_pythia6-Fall10-
START38_V12-v1-GEN-SIM-RECO 

1023361 8.42E+001

170-300 /G_Pt_170to300_TuneZ2_7TeV_pythia6/Fall10-
START38_V12-v1/GEN-SIM-RECO 

1100000 2.26E+001

300-470 /G_Pt_300to470_TuneZ2_7TeV_pythia6/Fall10-
START38_V12-v1/GEN-SIM-RECO 

1098904 1.49E+000

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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                  Distribution of Photon ID

#
 of photon

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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ΔR(Gen-Photon, Reco-Photon) < 0.1, without applying loose photonID cut.

No HLT stream 
performance

Before applying cut
# of photon = 502

#
 of photon

In “barrel” region
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ΔR(Gen-Photon, Reco-Photon) > 0.1, without applying loose photonID cut.

No HLT stream 
performance

Before applying cut
# of photon = 88

#
 of photon

In “barrel” region
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ΔR(Gen-Photon, Reco-Photon) < 0.1, with applying loose photonID cut.

No HLT stream 
performance

Before applying cut
# of photon = 502

After applying cut
# of photon = 424

#
 of photon

In “barrel” region
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ΔR(Gen-Photon, Reco-Photon) > 0.1, with applying loose photonID cut.

No HLT stream 
performance

Before applying cut
# of photon = 88

After applying cut
# of photon = 2

#
 of photon

In “barrel” region
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                Ratio plots (Photonpass/Photonall) of P
T
 distribution in different region
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                Ratio plots (Photonpass/Photonall) of η distribution in different region
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                Ratio plots (Photonpass/Photonall) of φ distribution in different region

Causing by  
sigmaIetaIeta
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           Efficiency of Photon ID Cut

# of original events in (Cone 0.1) in barrel region =502.98
# of passed events in (Cone 0.1) in barrel region =424.063
Efficiency = 0.8431 +- 0.0162172

# of original events (in Cone 0.1) in endcap region =282.7
# of passed events (in Cone 0.1) in endcap region =229.884
Efficiency = 0.813175 +- 0.0231818

# of original events (out of Cone 0.1) in barrel region =88.3647
# of passed events (out of Cone 0.1) in barrel region =2.38253
Efficiency = 0.0269625 +- 0.0172308

# of original events (out of Cone 0.1) in endcap region =48.4574
# of passed events (out of Cone 0.1) in endcap region =1.33625
efficiency = 0.0275757 +- 0.023524

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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                 PT distribution of leading photon in different region
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     PT distribution of “matched” leading photon in different region
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   Ratio plots (L_Photonmatched/L_Photon) of pT distribution in different region
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           Efficiency of Photon ID Cut

# of leading photon in the barrel region =749.09
# of matched leading photon in the barrel region =419.504
Efficiency = 0.560018 +- 0.0181364

# of leading photon in the endcap region =289.063
# of matched leading photon in the endcap region =226.015
Efficiency = 0.781889 +- 0.0242893

# of non-matched leading photon in the barrel region =0.560977
# of non-matched leading photon in the endcap region =0.482981

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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           Photon Purity Calculation
Photon+Jet MC sample:
# of original events in (Cone 0.1) in barrel region =502.98
# of passed events in (Cone 0.1) in barrel region =424.063
efficiency = 0.8431 +- 0.0162172
# of original events (in Cone 0.1) in endcap region =282.7
# of passed events (in Cone 0.1) in endcap region =229.884
efficiency = 0.813175 +- 0.0231818
# of original events (out of Cone 0.1) in barrel region =88.3647
# of passed events (out of Cone 0.1) in barrel region =2.38253
efficiency = 0.0269625 +- 0.0172308
# of original events (out of Cone 0.1) in endcap region =48.4574
# of passed events (out of Cone 0.1) in endcap region =1.33625
efficiency = 0.0275757 +- 0.023524
QCDDiJet  MC sample:
# of original events in (Cone 0.1) in barrel region =0
# of passed events in (Cone 0.1) in barrel region =0
# of original events (in Cone 0.1) in endcap region =0
# of passed events (in Cone 0.1) in endcap region =0
# of original events (out of Cone 0.1) in barrel region =0
# of passed events (out of Cone 0.1) in barrel region =0
# of original events (out of Cone 0.1) in endcap region =0
# of passed events (out of Cone 0.1) in endcap region =0

**************************************************
Photon purity calculation
Photon purity in Cone 0.1 and the barrel region = 1
Passed photon purity in Cone 0.1 and the barrel region = 1
Photon purity in Cone 0.1 and the endcap region = 1
Passed photon purity in Cone 0.1 and the endcap region = 1
Photon purity out of Cone 0.1 and in the barrel region = 1
Passed photon purity out of Cone 0.1 and in the barrel region = 1
Photon purity out of Cone 0.1 and in the endcap region = 1
Passed photon purity out of Cone 0.1 and in the endcap region = 1

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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              1st PFJet property 
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              2nd PFJet property 
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              3rd PFJet property 
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    ΔΦ (matched leading photon , 1st (2nd or 3rd) PFJet) 
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 Summary & To Do

To keep working on modifying the analysis (to add much more  
interesting histograms.)                           
**important** show the pass results of gen-level study by using
                       New MC and data (2010 or 2011?)

To show much more plots about PFJet.
To compare the result of QCDDiJet MC samples  calculate the photon →

                                                                                 purity
To remove the leading photon objects from PFJet

- target luminosity: used 2010 data and possible extension to the 2011 data
- effect from “pile-up” 

Important issue!!Important issue!!

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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